Sponsorship Opportunity

For over 50 years, Rhode Island Humanities has been guided by the founding declaration of the National Endowment for the Humanities: democracy demands wisdom and vision. Everything we do is in service to this founding principle and driven by our values of relevance, collaboration, and community.

Signing on as an Annual Sponsor increases your brand’s visibility statewide!

RI Humanities reaches thousands of people through our e-newsletter, social media, and at events. As an Annual Sponsor, you will be recognized as a valued partner in ensuring all Rhode Islanders have access to meaningful, community-centered public humanities opportunities throughout the year.

FOR OVER 50 YEARS, RHODE ISLAND HUMANITIES HAS BEEN GUIDED BY THE FOUNDING DECLARATION OF THE NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES: DEMOCRACY DEMANDS WISDOM AND VISION. EVERYTHING WE DO IS IN SERVICE TO THIS FOUNDING PRINCIPLE AND DRIVEN BY OUR VALUES OF RELEVANCE, COLLABORATION, AND COMMUNITY.

Signing on as an Annual Sponsor increases your brand’s visibility statewide!

RI Humanities reaches thousands of people through our e-newsletter, social media, and at events. As an Annual Sponsor, you will be recognized as a valued partner in ensuring all Rhode Islanders have access to meaningful, community-centered public humanities opportunities throughout the year.

**For more information, contact:** Sophia Mackenzie | sophia@rihumanities.org | 401-273-2250
Your Annual Sponsorship demonstrates a commitment to community well-being and civic participation in Rhode Island.

Join Rhode Island Humanities today in supporting the cultural opportunities that make Rhode Island a unique place to live, work, and visit!

Many departments at the University of Rhode Island have been proud to support RI Humanities because we see the benefit that its grants and initiatives provide across the state. We value our partnership!

JEN RILEY
Dean of the College of Arts & Sciences

“Support from RI Humanities enabled us to learn more about one of Little Compton’s few Afro-Indigenous families and added valuable information to our understanding of our local families of color. This was an exciting first time experience for the eighth graders to do real archaeology work.”

LITTLE COMPTON HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Grantee

“RI Humanities’ support enables us to make our project explicitly tied to humanities topics such as civics and history, and to help our students continually make connections between these topics and their own lives.”

MANTON AVENUE PROJECT
Grantee